GRLN Policy iGrade Update

Recent changes have been made in iGrade as a result of the UC GRLN Policy implementation. These updates add or clarify information within the system and do not reflect a change in current grading procedures.

Updated iGrade View

NAME: This column reflects a student’s lived name rather than their legal name, as previously displayed in the system. This field is dynamic and will update each time you open your roster if a student has made a change to their lived name.

PRONOUNS: This column has been added to iGrade. Providing pronouns is an optional choice available to students and this field may be blank for some or all of the students on your roster. Like the name field, this is dynamic and will be updated each time you open your roster.

CURRENT GRADE: Previously titled “Banner Grade,” this is the current grade of record for the student.

NEW GRADE: Previously titled “iGrade,” this is the most recent grade entered into the iGrade system.

GRADE LEVEL: The level at which the student is registered into your course (undergraduate, graduate, etc.)

GRADE BASIS: The grading basis under which the student is enrolled in your course (letter, S/NC, etc.).

The notes and grade history icons have been reorganized into separate columns for improved visibility.

QUESTIONS?

For more information about the iGrade system, please visit the Office of the Registrar Staff & Faculty page for iGrade resources. For questions about the GRLN policy, please email academicpersonel@ucr.edu.

Do you Have a Lived Name?

You can now update your lived name here so it displays in the Schedule of Classes and Student Profiles. Utilizing a lived name is optional. When a lived name is not provided, the name used throughout the Student Information System (Banner) will be the legal name.

Please note:

- In some instances, the use of legal name will still be required. As such, your legal name will be maintained in the background of our Student Information System (Banner).
- UCPath and Banner do not speak to one another. If you add a lived name on this page, it will not update your information with UCPath.